Safety is the Priority, Fun is the Outcome.
BigRed®
BigRed, our standard electric drive system, is the toughest waterproof motor on the market today, available exclusively from Cover-Pools. Known as the elegant workhorse of the pool cover industry, BigRed uses an advanced 3/4 horsepower, high-torque, waterproof motor.

CorrResist™
As you may know, chlorine, harsh chemicals, and the recent popularity of salt water pools have presented a challenge for manufacturers to re-engineer their products. To reduce corrosion, we anodize our roller drum and provide hybrid end hubs and rope reels. To put it simply, CorrResist technology is the best solution in the pool cover industry for fighting corrosion.

Automation
Operating Cover-Pools automatic covers is as easy as turning a key or pressing a button. In under 60 seconds, the cover glides across the pool or spa. The key switch control comes standard with our automatic systems. Options such as the CoverLink™ digital control allows you to program four access codes for your pool or spa cover.

AquaLink®
When the cover is closed, AquaLink will automatically deactivate water features, lights, and booster pump cleaner. AquaLink can also reduce chlorine output and pump run time, saving up to 50% on energy and chemicals. In addition, you can view the status of the pool cover.

Streamline Your System

Powder-Coated Extrusion Options
All aluminum extrusions can be powder-coated to tastefully match your deck or surroundings. Cover-Pools powder coating is available in eight standard colors and two vein colors. More colors are available in special-order powder coating.

We Can Cover Any Pool, No Matter The Shape
Maximize Your Time

A Cover-Pools automatic safety cover is convenient for everyday use. Whenever the pool is not in use, it can be covered to keep it safe and clean. The cover keeps debris out of the pool, reducing cleaning and maintenance costs and wear on pool filtration systems. This means you can spend more time enjoying your pool and less time working on it.
Protect Your Loved Ones

As a safety device, our pool cover acts as a horizontal fence, completely sealing off the pool and preventing accidental access by children, pets, and uninvited visitors. And while there’s no substitute for proper supervision, the pool can be protected even when there’s no one around. It’s the ultimate safety barrier that no pool should be without.
Protects Your Pool

QuadCore™
Our premium QuadCore fabric is superior to all other cover fabrics for a pool environment. Most pool covers use a coated vinyl, leaving thin areas that create a greater risk to water exposure. Cover-Pools® exclusive laminated vinyl is composed of two equal layers of vinyl evenly protecting the cover from exposure.

Spa Covers
The AutoSave™ spa and swim spa cover offers the same safety and energy-saving benefits as a full-size automatic pool cover, but with a more compact mechanical system. Designed with space restrictions in mind, the AutoSave safety cover can be used on new and existing spas, swim spas, and small pools.

Pool Cover Color Options
Custom colors are available upon request.
Return on Your Investment

A Cover-Pools automatic pool cover saves you money. With the heat kept in, and dirt and debris kept out, your pool equipment doesn’t have to work as hard and lasts much longer. Our pool covers not only keep your pool cleaner, they significantly reduce maintenance costs.
Save Money & Conserve Energy

Save Money
Save up to 70% on operating costs for your pool. A Cover-Pools automatic pool cover puts money back in your pocket. By saving heat, chemicals, and cleaning time, as well as extending equipment life, your pool cover quickly pays for itself.

Chemical Reduction
By reducing evaporation, your Cover-Pools pool cover cuts water loss and reduces the use of chemicals. Your cover prevents evaporation, and, in most cases, can eliminate the need for expensive dehumidification systems.

Save Energy
Our automatic pool covers act as a passive solar heater by capturing the sun’s radiant heat. It reduces heat evaporation, keeping the pool warm when the air temperature cools off at night. This dramatically cuts down on heating costs while extending your swimming season.

Water Conservation
An uncovered 16’ x 36’ pool can lose as much as 180 gallons of water a week to evaporation, taking expensive chemicals with it. Our pool covers help conserve hundreds of millions of gallons of pool water each year, preserving the planet’s most precious resource while saving you money.
A Cover-Pools pool cover is the best way to protect family and friends and to optimize your investment, ensuring your swimming pool will remain the source of fun and enjoyment it was intended to be. Whether your pool is new or existing, rectangular or freeform, gunite, vinyl-liner or fiberglass—we make it possible for your pool to significantly benefit from a Cover-Pools pool cover.